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We examine the consequences of the effective field theory (EFT) of dark matter–nucleon scattering for
current and proposed direct detection experiments. Exclusion limits on EFT coupling constants computed
using the optimum interval method are presented for SuperCDMS Soudan, CDMS II, and LUX, and the
necessity of combining results from multiple experiments in order to determine dark matter parameters is
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discussed. We demonstrate that spectral differences between the standard dark matter model and a general
EFT interaction can produce a bias when calculating exclusion limits and when developing signal models
for likelihood and machine learning techniques. We also discuss the implications of the EFT for the nextgeneration (G2) direct detection experiments and point out regions of complementarity in the EFT
parameter space.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.91.092004

PACS numbers: 95.35.+d, 29.40.Wk, 95.30.Cq

I. INTRODUCTION
Astrophysical and cosmological evidence indicates that
the majority of the matter in the Universe takes the form of
nonluminous particles called dark matter, though the exact
nature of the dark matter particle remains unknown [1]. A
generic weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) is a
very attractive dark matter candidate [2]. Numerous experiments are engaged in efforts to detect rare collisions
between WIMPs and target nuclei in terrestrial detectors.
Results from DAMA [3], CoGeNT [4], CRESST-II [5], and
CDMS II Si [6] can be interpreted in terms of interactions
of WIMPs with masses of 6–30 GeV=c2 . A similar range
of masses could also account for a possible excess in the
gamma-ray flux near the Galactic center in Fermi-LAT data
[7,8]. Under standard assumptions for spin-independent
WIMP-nucleon interactions, however, such interpretations
are difficult to reconcile with the limits set by CDMSlite
[9], SuperCDMS [10], LUX [11], and PICO [12].
Standard WIMP scattering calculations make simplifying assumptions about the type of interaction between the
nucleon and the dark matter particle: typically only isospinconserving spin-independent couplings or spin-dependent
couplings to either the proton or neutron are considered.
This results in constraints on the three corresponding
WIMP-nucleon cross sections. Relaxing such assumptions
can suppress the interaction for some target elements by
orders of magnitude relative to others [13]. In particular,
assuming different spin-independent dark matter couplings
to protons, f p , and neutrons, f n , can reconcile much of the
tension between the CDMS II Si allowed region and the
SuperCDMS Soudan and LUX exclusion limits [14].
However, such solutions often require a high degree of
fine-tuning.
In addition, the calculation of dark matter scattering rates
typically assumes a Maxwellian velocity distribution [15].
As shown in [16,17], N-body simulations are not well
described by such a distribution. Consequently, alternate
halo models have been proposed. One such velocity
distribution is discussed in [18,19] and takes the form


v
fðvÞ ¼ exp −
ðv2 − v2 Þp ;
ð1Þ
v0 esc

standard Maxwellian distribution. This difference can
significantly affect the expected dark matter event rate,
especially for low-mass WIMPs for which experiments are
only sensitive to the high-velocity tail of the distribution.
It has been shown that choosing certain values for the
parameters of this alternate halo model can reconcile the
tension between CDMS II Si and XENON100 [20], though
it cannot also account for the tension with LUX because of
that experiment’s lower energy threshold.
Recently, an effective field theory (EFT) approach for
WIMP scattering has been developed that considers all
leading-order and next-to-leading order operators that can
occur in the effective Lagrangian that describes the WIMPnucleus interaction [21–23]. This formalism introduces
new operators that rely on a range of nuclear properties
in addition to the standard spin-independent and spindependent cases. It also explicitly includes isospin interference and interference between operators, creating a rich
parameter space of possible dark matter interactions that are
very sensitive to the specific choice of detector material.
The EFT framework parametrizes the WIMP-nucleus
interaction in terms of 14 operators, Oi , which are listed in
Eq. (2) and include the standard spin-independent and spindependent interactions. These operators feature explicit
dependence on v~ ⊥ (the relative velocity between the
incoming WIMP and the nucleon) and the momentum
transfer q~, in addition to the WIMP and nucleon spins, S~ χ
and S~ N . Note that O2 is not considered since it cannot arise
from the nonrelativistic limit of a relativistic operator at
leading order. In addition, each operator can independently
couple to protons or neutrons. We formulate this isospin
dependence in terms of isoscalar and isovector interactions,
following the conventions of [22]:

for dark matter velocities smaller than the Galactic escape
velocity vesc. For values of v0 =vesc and p consistent with
N-body simulations, this function falls off faster than the
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These operators contribute to six types of nuclear
response functions. The spin-independent response is
denoted by M and is typically the strongest of the six
functions since it is related to the number of nucleons in the
target nucleus. The main contribution to this response
comes from the standard spin-independent operator O1, but
it also contains higher-order contributions from operators
O5 , O8 , and O11 . There are two spin-dependent responses,
Σ0 and Σ00 , that correspond to projections of spin parallel
and perpendicular to the momentum transfer. A linear
combination of these two responses yields O4 , which is
related to the standard spin-dependent response. Many of
the other operators also appear in one of these two
responses. A novel type of response introduced in the
EFT, Δ, is related to the net angular momentum of an
unpaired nucleon and contains contributions from operators
O5 and O8 . A second novel response is Φ00 , which is
sensitive to the product of angular momentum and spin.
This response tends to favor heavier elements, and the most
dominant contribution to this response is from O3 . The last
~ 0 , contains contributions
response considered in the EFT, Φ
~ 0 is discussed less
from operators O3 , O12 , and O15 . Φ
frequently in the literature since it is difficult to find a
model that produces this response, but we consider it here
for completeness.
The EFT also includes two operator-operator interference terms: Σ0 Δ and MΦ00 . Σ0 interferes with Δ because
velocity-dependent responses are sensitive to properties
such as angular momentum that depend on the motion of
the nucleon within the nucleus. This interference term is
particularly significant for germanium, which has large
responses to both Σ0 and Δ. The Σ0 Δ response contains
interference between O4 and O5 , as well as between O8
and O9 . In addition, since both M and Φ00 are scalar
responses, interference between the two can be significant,
especially for elements like xenon that have large responses

to both. The MΦ response contains interference between
operators O1 and O3 , operators O11 and O12 , and operators
O11 and O15 .
Since the various responses are related to different
nuclear properties, the strength of the resulting interaction
can vary by many orders of magnitude. The expectation
values of these properties are listed in [21]. For instance, the
spin-dependent responses Σ0 and Σ00 depend on the square
of the spin of an unpaired nucleon, which ranges from 5 ×
10−6 for protons in germanium (which has one isotope with
an unpaired nucleon, which is a neutron) to 0.2 for protons
in fluorine (which has an unpaired proton). The angular
momentum of a nucleon, which governs the strength of the
Δ response, ranges from Oð1 × 10−3 Þ to Oð1Þ, while
ðL · SÞ2 , which governs the strength of the Φ00 response,
ranges from 0.1 for light nuclei to several hundred for
heavier nuclei. The strongest response is M, which is
related to the square of the number of nucleons.
The strength of an EFT interaction is parametrized by
numerical coefficients, cτi , associated with each operator
Oi , where τ ¼ 0 or 1 denotes the isoscalar [c0i ¼
½ðcpi þ cni Þ] and isovector [c1i ¼ ½ðcpi − cni Þ] combinations, respectively. The coefficients have dimensions of
1=energy2 , so we multiply by the weak mass scale
(mweak ¼ 246.2 GeV) to produce dimensionless quantities.
The cτi are related by a change of basis to generalized
versions of f n and f p and can take on any value, positive or
0
negative. The coefficients appear as cτi cτj in the interaction,
indicating that operators interfere pairwise, at most.
This paper discusses the EFT approach in the context of
current and proposed direct detection experiments. We
present exclusion limits on EFT operator coefficients using
the optimum interval method [24,25]. We discuss the
differences in energy spectra that arise for arbitrary EFT
interactions and examine how this energy dependence may
affect future experiments if WIMP candidate events are
observed. We also consider the variation in interaction
strength across the elements commonly used as direct
detection targets and discuss possible ways of exploring
interference using experimental results. Finally, we discuss
the implications of this effective field theory for the nextgeneration (G2) direct detection experiments, SuperCDMS
SNOLAB and LZ.
II. EXCLUSION LIMITS ON A SET
OF EFT OPERATORS
The strength of the interaction in the EFT framework is
governed by a set of 28 numerical coefficients corresponding to the 14 operators, one for each isospin. Others have
attempted to find global fits in this multidimensional
parameter space, combining data from many direct detection experiments [26]. Since the parameter space is large
and relatively unconstrained by current experiments, we
choose instead to calculate exclusion limits on the
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coefficients for individual EFT operators for three different
target elements: germanium (SuperCDMS Soudan and
CDMS II), silicon (CDMS II), and xenon (LUX). This
paper presents the first EFT experimental result that
includes all three target elements that will be used in the
G2 experiments.
We use the optimum interval method to calculate
90% upper confidence limits on the numerical coefficients
of EFT operators. The optimum interval method incorporates information about the candidate event energies and
energy-dependent detection efficiencies, which can yield
stronger exclusion limits in the presence of unknown
backgrounds than likelihood methods that consider only
a single energy bin in the presence of backgrounds. This is
particularly important here because of the spectral
differences that can arise from different EFT interactions.
We consider a single operator at a time and present the
exclusion limit on the square of the EFT coefficient, which
is proportional to the total interaction cross section. We
compare the effects of two halo models on the limits. The
first uses standard halo assumptions as in [15], with a
WIMP mass density ρ0 ¼ 0.3 GeV=c2 =cm3, most probable
WIMP velocity of 220 km=s, mean circular velocity of
Earth with respect to the Galactic center of 232 km=s,
Galactic escape velocity of 544 km=s, and a velocity
distribution that correctly takes into account the effect of
Earth’s velocity on the escape-velocity cutoff [27]. The
second halo model uses the functional form of Eq. (1) with
p ¼ 2.7 and v0 =vesc ¼ 0.6875, determined by fits to the
Eris simulation of a Milky Way–like galaxy [28], and other
halo parameters as above.
Figure 1 shows the upper limits for two example
operators, isoscalar operators O3 (left) and O8 (right), as
a function of WIMP mass. Limits on all operators for a
small range of masses can be found in Table I. Solid lines
correspond to the Maxwellian halo, whereas dashed lines

show the limit calculated assuming the alternate velocity
distribution function discussed above. The SuperCDMS
Soudan, CDMS II Ge (reanalysis), and CDMS II Si limits
use the candidate events, thresholds, and detection efficiencies discussed in [10,29,30] respectively, while the
estimated LUX limit assumes zero observed events and
functional form for the detection efficiency that follows a
hyperbolic tangent versus energy centered at 2.5 keVnr but
with a step function cutoff that goes to zero below 3 keVnr.
Because of the different nuclear responses for the three
target elements considered, the relative strength of the
limits varies from operator to operator. In particular, O8
(Fig. 1, right) includes contributions from the Δ response,
which is greater in germanium than in silicon or xenon.
This contribution strengthens the SuperCDMS Soudan
constraint relative to LUX and CDMS II Si. In addition,
the shape of the curve for a single target element changes
from operator to operator. For example, O3 depends on the
square of the momentum transfer, naturally suppressing the
event rate at low energies. As a result, the limits at low
WIMP mass for O3 are weaker than for other operators.
The difference between the two WIMP velocity distributions becomes apparent when the only events expected
above the detection thresholds are due to WIMPs in the
high-velocity tails. Since both CDMS and LUX have
thresholds of a few keV, this disparity appears only at
the lowest WIMP masses. The difference is also more
pronounced for LUX, since its target nucleus, xenon, is
heavier than silicon or germanium. A dark matter particle
must have a higher velocity to deposit a given recoil energy
in xenon than in germanium or silicon; higher-energy
recoils become comparatively rarer. For the SuperCDMS
Soudan result, the difference in velocity distributions leads
to a factor of 2 difference in the limit around 4 GeV=c2 ,
whereas for LUX, the difference in velocity distribution
leads to a factor of 2 difference around 7 GeV=c2 .

FIG. 1 (color online). Upper limits on the dimensionless isoscalar coefficients c03 (left) and c08 (right) as a function of WIMP mass for
SuperCDMS Soudan (light blue) [10], CDMS II Ge reanalysis (dark blue) [29], and CDMS II Si (red) [30], and estimated limits for LUX
(black) [11], for the Maxwellian halo (solid) and an alternate halo model (dashed).
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TABLE I. SuperCDMS and CDMS II 90% confidence level upper limits on the square of the dimensionless EFT coefficient for pure
isoscalar interaction for a 10 GeV=c2 (300 GeV=c2 ) WIMP for all isoscalar EFT operators. The upper limits vary in accordance with the
relative strength of the interaction in silicon and germanium.
Operator coefficient
ðc01 Þ2  m4weak
ðc03 Þ2  m4weak
ðc04 Þ2  m4weak
ðc05 Þ2  m4weak
ðc06 Þ2  m4weak
ðc07 Þ2  m4weak
ðc08 Þ2  m4weak
ðc09 Þ2  m4weak
ðc010 Þ2  m4weak
ðc011 Þ2  m4weak
ðc012 Þ2  m4weak
ðc013 Þ2  m4weak
ðc014 Þ2  m4weak
ðc015 Þ2  m4weak

SuperCDMS Soudan

CDMS II Ge

−5

−3

8.98 × 10 (—)
3.14 × 104 (—)
8.77 × 101 (—)
6.34 × 105 (—)
4.54 × 108 (—)
8.44 × 107 (—)
4.30 × 102 (—)
1.95 × 105 (—)
9.22 × 104 (—)
5.13 × 10−1 (—)
1.03 × 102 (—)
4.28 × 108 (—)
5.00 × 1011 (—)
1.32 × 108 (—)

CDMS II Si
−6

2.00 × 10 (8.42 × 10 )
2.24 × 105 (2.66 × 101 )
2.05 × 103 (1.10 × 101 )
9.18 × 106 (4.04 × 103 )
3.30 × 109 (4.50 × 105 )
2.51 × 109 (1.12 × 107 )
1.16 × 104 (2.67 × 101 )
2.48 × 106 (3.87 × 103 )
1.11 × 106 (9.08 × 102 )
6.15 × 100 (5.46 × 10−3 )
1.21 × 103 (8.70 × 10−1 )
3.06 × 109 (3.56 × 105 )
8.20 × 1012 (8.46 × 109 )
5.65 × 108 (1.10 × 104 )

Since the EFT explicitly includes isospin dependence,
we can also use the optimum interval method to set polar
limits on isospin. For a given WIMP mass and a given angle
between the isoscalar and isovector components of an
operator, we set a 90% upper confidence limit on the
isoscalar-isovector radius. Varying the polar angle produces
exclusion ellipses in the isoscalar-isovector plane, as in
Fig. 2, which shows limits for operator O1 and a 6 GeV=c2
WIMP. The major axis of each ellipse corresponds to the
value of c01 =c11 that yields maximum suppression of the
scattering rate. Note that although the exposures for CDMS
and SuperCDMS are significantly lower than for LUX,

FIG. 2 (color online). Polar limits on O1 isospin for
SuperCDMS Soudan (blue) [10], LUX [11] (black), and CDMS
II Si (red) [30] at a WIMP mass of 6 GeV=c2 .

3.06 × 10−3 (7.73 × 10−4 )
8.59 × 105 (1.37 × 104 )
3.94 × 103 (1.02 × 103 )
2.67 × 107 (1.55 × 106 )
2.44 × 1010 (3.70 × 108 )
3.19 × 109 (929 × 108 )
1.70 × 104 (3.49 × 103 )
9.17 × 106 (7.34 × 105 )
4.34 × 106 (2.86 × 105 )
1.86 × 101 (1.34 × 100 )
2.45 × 103 (1.69 × 102 )
2.50 × 1013 (1.36 × 1012 )
2.64 × 1013 (1.72 × 1012 )
4.44 × 109 (1.48 × 107 )

there are regions of parameter space allowed by LUX but
excluded by SuperCDMS and CDMS at 90% confidence.
This example demonstrates that a combination of experiments using several target nuclei can constrain the EFT
parameter space better than any single experiment.
III. EFFECT OF EFT ENERGY DEPENDENCE
ON STANDARD LIMITS
Because of the additional momentum dependence of
several of the EFT operators, the differential event rate for
an arbitrary dark matter interaction could be very different
than for the standard calculation. Consequently, it is
possible that a limit-setting algorithm that expects the
(approximately) exponential event rate of the standard
spin-independent interaction could misinterpret a potential
signal from a more general EFT interaction as background.
To demonstrate the possible bias that could arise from
assuming the standard spin-independent event rate when
setting limits, we perform simulated experiments assuming
that the dark matter scattering is purely due to a single
isoscalar EFT operator. Figure 3 shows the coadded results
of 100 simulated experiments sampled from the energy
spectrum of isoscalar O3 scattering in germanium for two
different dark matter masses, assuming an energy-independent (or “flat”) detection efficiency. The operator coefficients were set to give each simulated experiment an
expectation value of 10 events. This expectation was then
convolved with a Poisson distribution to select the number
of events for a given simulated experiment.
Unlike the standard spin-independent event rate, the
event rate for O3 depends on the square of the momentum
transfer, so the event rate is suppressed at low recoil
energies. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 3, where the
black, cyan, and magenta curves show the standard
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FIG. 3 (color online). Coadded energy spectrum from 100 simulated experiments (blue histogram) assuming the dark matter
interaction proceeds according to the isoscalar O3 operator for a 10 GeV=c2 (left) and a 300 GeV=c2 WIMP (right). The detection
efficiency is assumed to be independent of energy. The smooth cyan, magenta, and black curves show the expected spectrum for the
standard spin-independent rate for several WIMP masses, while the dashed dark blue curve shows the O3 spectrum from which the
simulated experiments were sampled.

spin-independent scattering rate for a range of WIMP
masses and the blue histogram corresponds to the simulated
spectrum expected from O3 interactions. For the case of a
10 GeV=c2 WIMP mass, the distribution of events is more
closely matched by the spin-independent rate for a highermass WIMP. For the 300 GeV=c2 case, no spin-independent rate calculation matches the observed spectrum of
events; if experimenters only consider the spin-independent
WIMP rate, they may erroneously conclude that they have
observed an unexpected background or incorrectly measured their detection efficiency as a function of energy.
We calculate the 90% confidence level upper limit on the
spin-independent cross section for each simulated experiment using the optimum interval method [24,25] and the
standard Maxwellian halo model with halo parameters as
above with no background subtraction. Each simulated

experiment was assumed to have an exposure of 1000 kg
days and a flat efficiency of 60% between 1 and 100 keVnr .
The distribution of limits is shown in Fig. 4. Figure 4 also
shows the resulting median limit from simulated experiments sampled from the spin-independent distribution
in black.
The distribution of limits on the spin-independent
cross section for the simulated experiments sampled from
the O3 energy spectrum deviates from the zero-background
limit shown in magenta as well as from the mean limit
derived from similar simulated experiments sampling from
the spin-independent rate. As expected, the simulatedexperiment limits are weaker than the zero-background
limits due to the presence of candidate events. However, because the energy distribution of the candidate
events sampled from O3 is different than the expected

FIG. 4 (color online). Distribution of 90% confidence level upper limits calculated using the optimum interval method for the
simulated experiments discussed in Sec. 3 and shown in Fig. 3, sampled from the event rate for isoscalar O3. Shaded blue bands show the
68% and 95% confidence level uncertainty on the distribution. The zero-background Poisson limit is shown in magenta.
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spin-independent rate, the limits also deviate from
the expected shape for the true spin-independent
experiment.
In the 10 GeV=c2 case, we expect the limit to be weakest
around a mass of 10 GeV=c2 , where the rate expected by
the limit algorithm matches the observed event rate.
However, because the observed events due to O3 scattering
are skewed towards higher recoil energies, the limit tends to
be weaker at larger WIMP masses where the tail of the spinindependent event rate extends to higher recoil energies.
For the 300 GeV=c2 case, the distribution of limits agrees
with the Poisson zero-background limit at low masses; the
observed events occur at recoil energies that cannot be
produced by a low-mass WIMP. At higher masses, the
distribution of limits is still close to the zero-background
limit because the shape of the observed spectrum is very
different from the expected spin-independent WIMP rate.
The difference in the limits between the spin-independent
and EFT cases demonstrates the importance of correctly
modeling the expected WIMP signal. Algorithms that
assume the standard spin-independent rate when calculating
limits will interpret events from EFT interactions with
different spectral shapes as background, and thus, this
assumption could lead to a bias in the exclusion limits
reported by experiments, especially in the case where events
are observed.
IV. INTERFERENCE IN THE EFT
PARAMETER SPACE

PHYSICAL REVIEW D 91, 092004 (2015)
0

The amplitudes Aττ
ij are the product of the WIMP and
nuclear response functions for the interaction specified by
0
cτi and cτj and depend on properties such as target element,
WIMP mass, WIMP spin, WIMP velocity, and nuclear
0
recoil energy. We evaluate the Aττ
ij without integrating over
the dark matter velocity distribution to avoid introducing
more variables. Amplitudes are summed over the isotopes
for a given element according to their natural abundances.
Finding the eigenvectors of this matrix will give the
“principal components" of the interaction space. We expect
that three of the four eigenvalues should be small, since the
matrix for a single isotope is an outer product and therefore
should have a single nonzero eigenvalue. The vector with
the largest eigenvalue corresponds to the maximal amplitude for scattering in the interference space under consideration, while the three small eigenvalues correspond to
local extrema in the scattering amplitude which tend to
suppress the event rate. To be maximally sensitive to the
parameter space for a given interference case, we would
like to choose target elements whose constructive interference eigenvectors span the space of interactions.
As an example, we first consider isospin interference for
a single operator in an already well-understood case.
Figure 5 shows the constructive isospin interference eigenvectors for scattering via operator O4 (the spin of the
WIMP interacting with the spin of an unpaired nucleon) for
several elemental targets, evaluated at a WIMP mass of
100 GeV=c2 and nuclear recoil energy of 100 keV. The
vectors are plotted in the space of the isoscalar coefficient

A. General interference framework
The EFT framework also provides a more general
description of interference among operators such as the
“xenophobic" isospin violation case discussed in the
literature [13]. It not only allows for interference between
the isospin components of individual operators, but also
among different operators. The generalized interference can
be written as a matrix equation in the large EFT parameter
space, but because operators interfere in pairs, and only
certain pairs interfere, this large matrix can be decomposed
into block-diagonal form. We consider the 2 × 2 case of
isospin interference and the 4 × 4 case of isospin and
operator-operator interference.
The generalized amplitude for the 4 × 4 case can be
written as the product of the vector of operator coefficients
cτi with the amplitude matrix, where superscripts 0 and 1
indicate isoscalar and isovector, respectively, and the subscripts indicate the operator being considered:
32 3
2 00
Aii A01
A00
A01
c0i
ii
ij
ij
6
7
7
6 10
76 c1i 7
6 Aii A11
A10
A11
ii
ij
ij
6
7
7
6
½ c0i c1i c0j c1j 6 00
ð3Þ
76 7:
00
01 76 c0 7
6 Aji A01
Ajj Ajj 54 j 5
ji
4
c1j
A10
A11
A10
A11
ji
jj
ji
jj

FIG. 5 (color online). Constructive interference eigenvectors
for 2D O4 isospin interference. Proton-dominated interactions
occur along the x ¼ y diagonal, while neutron-dominated interactions occur along the x ¼ −y diagonal.
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versus the isovector coefficient. The proton-neutron space
can be recovered from this basis via a 45-degree rotation.
The amplitude in a given direction indicates the target’s
response to that operator and illustrates the sensitivity of
each material to the corresponding operator. In addition, if
we were to plot polar limits as in Fig. 2 for O4, we would
see that the direction of the constructive interference vector
corresponds to the minor axis of the ellipse. In the twodimensional case, the destructive interference vector is
perpendicular to the constructive vector and corresponds to
the major axis of the ellipse in a polar limit plot.
Since O4 depends on the spin of an unpaired nucleon, we
see that the constructive interference eigenvectors fall into
two categories based on the nucleon content of the target
nucleus. The elements with unpaired protons (fluorine,
sodium, and iodine) have maximal scattering rates when
the interaction is proton-dominated, corresponding to
c0 ¼ c1 . On the other hand, the elements with unpaired
neutrons (germinum, xenon, and silicon) have maximal
scattering rates when the interaction is neutron-dominated,
corresponding to c0 ¼ −c1 . Consequently, to span this
space and therefore be maximally sensitive to all possible
spin-dependent interactions, we should choose one element
each from the neutron- and proton-dominated sets.
We can apply this same procedure to the more general
4D case to demonstrate the complementarity of the different target elements. As an example, Fig. 6 shows all 2D
projections of the four-dimensional eigenvectors in the
interference space for O8 and O9 , evaluated for a WIMP
mass of 100 GeV=c2 and nuclear recoil energy of 30 keV.
The eigenvectors for scattering in silicon, germanium,

FIG. 6 (color online). Constructive interference eigenvectors
for 4D O8 =O9 interference.

xenon, iodine, and sodium indicate that they are most
sensitive to various combinations of isoscalar and isovector
O8 scattering. However, the vector for fluorine shows that it
is sensitive to both O8 and O9 . This variation across targets
allows different experiments to probe different regions of
the EFT parameter space, increasing the overall sensitivity
of the direct detection method.
To demonstrate the effect of this four-dimensional
interference on the differential event rate, we evaluate
the event rate using the operator coefficients from two
four-dimensional interference eigenvectors from Fig. 6 that
point in different directions in the parameter space. Figure 7
shows the differential event rate for several targets evaluated at the constructive interference vectors for fluorine
(top) and germanium (bottom) for O8 =O9 interference.
Since the fluorine eigenvector is not parallel to the
germanium eigenvector, the germanium event rate evaluated at the fluorine vector is suppressed and vice versa. In
addition, since the xenon and germanium eigenvectors are
nearly parallel in this case, the two event rates are

FIG. 7 (color online). Differential event rate evaluated at the
O8 =O9 constructive interference vector from Fig. 6 for fluorine
(top) and germanium (bottom).
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comparable at the 30 keV nuclear recoil energy at which the
eigenvectors are evaluated.
This example shows the large variation in signal strength
that can occur for different combinations of operators. In
this case, varying the coefficients from the germanium
eigenvector to the fluorine eigenvector led to an order-ofmagnitude suppression of the rate in germanium, silicon,
and xenon, and a change in the energy spectrum for
fluorine. Similar suppression can also occur for the other
interference terms present in the effective field theory.
B. Comparison of target elements for G2 direct
detection experiments
Three target elements will be used in the upcoming G2
experiments: germanium, silicon, and xenon. Under the
standard spin-independent scattering framework, where the
rate scales as ∼A2 , experiments that use xenon as a target
element have the greatest sensitivity for WIMP masses
above a few GeV=c2. However, in order to probe operators
dependent on other nuclear properties, the complementarity
of the three G2 target elements merits further investigation.
When considering the possible observations the G2
experiments may make, the difference in experimental
parameters such as detector mass and trigger threshold
must also be taken into account. The proposed LZ detector

PHYSICAL REVIEW D 91, 092004 (2015)

will have a 5600 kg fiducial mass of xenon, while
SuperCDMS will be operating 57 kg of germanium and
silicon. Figure 8 shows the relative event rates for the three
G2 target elements assuming scattering proceeds via a
single isoscalar EFT operator. This figure only shows the
relative WIMP rates for the G2 experiments; background
rates are not taken into consideration. Note that the true
interaction, which may come from a linear combination of
operators, could enhance or suppress these rates.
We normalize the event rate so that SuperCDMS Ge
observes one event for a given operator in the 3 GeV=c2
case and LZ observes one event for a given operator in the
10 and 300 GeV=c2 cases. The LZ rate (black) assumes a
5600 kg fiducial mass, an exposure of 1000 days, a 100%
trigger efficiency between 1 and 30 keVnr , and a flat 50%
nuclear-recoil selection efficiency. The SuperCDMS Ge
rate (blue) assumes 50 kg of germanium operating in
standard iZIP mode [31], an exposure of 1000 days, and
a 100% trigger efficiency between 0.5 and 100 keVnr , and a
flat 60% combined fiducial-volume and nuclear-recoil
selection efficiency. The SuperCDMS Si rate (red) assumes
1 kg of silicon and an exposure of 1000 days. Since the
silicon detectors will be operated in high-voltage mode [9],
the trigger threshold will be much lower, so we assume a
60% combined trigger and fiducial-volume efficiency up to

FIG. 8 (color online). Relative event rates for LZ (black), SuperCDMS SNOLAB Ge iZIP (blue), and SuperCDMS SNOLAB Si (red),
normalized to 1 observed event in SuperCDMS Ge (3 GeV=c2 ) or LZ (10, 300 GeV=c2 ). From left to right are shown the rates for a 3,
10, and 300 GeV=c2 WIMP, assuming isoscalar interactions and the standard Maxwellian halo model. The 3 GeV=c2 case also shows
the rates from SuperCDMS SNOLAB Ge high voltage (light blue), which has similar parameters to SuperCDMS Si high voltage, but a
target mass of 6 kg. The top row shows cumulative event rates, while the bottom row shows events per time per target mass. True
interaction strengths may differ from this calculation since the interaction may proceed via a linear combination of operators.
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50 keVnr , with a trigger threshold of 70 eV. We also plot the
event rate for SuperCDMS Ge high voltage (light blue) for
the 3 GeV=c2 WIMP case. For the SuperCDMS Ge highvoltage detectors, we assume a target mass of 6 kg, trigger
threshold of 80 eV, and all other parameters identical to
SuperCDMS Si high voltage.
Though silicon, germanium, and xenon have similar
nuclear properties (e.g., all three have isotopes with
unpaired neutrons), the variation in the event rate across
operators and target elements is large. For the 3 GeV=c2
case, the strength of the silicon signal relative to the
germanium signal varies by 3 orders of magnitude,
depending on the operator assumed. The signal in LZ
is very close to zero for such a low-mass dark matter
particle because the velocity required for a 3 GeV=c2
WIMP to deposit energy above the assumed 1 keV
threshold is greater than the Galactic escape velocity.
However, for WIMP masses above a few GeV=c2, LZ’s
exposure, which is approximately 100 times larger, leads
to event rates that are enhanced by approximately the
same factor. In addition, the relative rate for SuperCDMS
Si HV becomes smaller at higher masses, since, by
design, it is mainly sensitive to the small energy
depositions produced by low-mass WIMPs.
To examine the effects of the different possible
interactions for experiments with similar fiducial masses,
we also plot the event rate per time per target mass
(Fig. 8, bottom). Here, we see that both Ge and Si
SuperCDMS detectors operating in high-voltage mode
are more sensitive to low-mass WIMPs because of their
lower thresholds. In particular, the germanium highvoltage rate per kg day (light blue) is nearly an order
of magnitude larger than the standard germanium iZIP
rate (blue) for certain operators. For higher masses, the
rates for xenon (black) and germanium are comparable
within an order of magnitude, but the nuclear properties
of silicon (red) make it less sensitive to these interactions.
In addition, SuperCDMS Ge sees a modest enhancement
to the overall event rate at high WIMP masses where the
distribution of events extends beyond the assumed
30 keVnr upper limit for LZ. This effect is most prominent for operators such as O3 and O15 , which have a q2
dependence that suppresses the rate at low energies,
though it is not enough to overcome the effects of
LZ’s larger target mass in the total number of events.
The variation in signal strength across target elements
in this effective field theory solidifies the case for using
multiple targets to detect dark matter. Previous work has
shown that complementary target elements can break the
degeneracy between the standard spin-dependent and
spin-independent operators [32,33], and others have
shown that this concept can also be applied to the larger
EFT parameter space [26]. Such considerations are
particularly important when incorporating the effect of
interference on the event rate. Because of the presence of

both isospin interference and operator-operator interference, there are many combinations of interactions that
may greatly suppress the event rate for one particular
element. Even if a single experiment sees no signal due
to interference effects, a complementary target with
different nuclear properties may still observe events.
To demonstrate the effect of interference on the relative
event rate, we determine regions of extremal interference in
germanium using the principal component analysis method
detailed above. The event rate suppression relative to O1 for
the three G2 experiments for germanium constructive
interference and destructive interference are shown in
Fig. 9 for WIMPs with masses of 3, 10, or 300 GeV=c2,
assuming the standard Maxwellian halo model and the
same experimental parameters as in Fig. 8. Again, this
figure does not consider the relative background rates for
the three experiments. We consider all seven possible cases
of four-dimensional operator-operator interference. The
sum of the squares of the EFT coefficients is equal for
all cases presented; however, because of the relative
strength of various operators and the presence of interference, the rate can be suppressed by many orders of
magnitude. We characterize the interference using the
magnitude of the eigenvalue: the largest eigenvalue corresponds to the maximally enhanced event rate, while small
eigenvalues correspond to varying levels of destructive
interference.
The relative event rates in Fig. 9 indicate that constructive interference can only modestly enhance the event rate.
In the case of O1 =O3 interference, the maximal rate is only
∼1.5% larger than the pure O1 rate. For operators such as
O4 that depend on the spin of a nucleon in the nucleus, the
enhancement relative to the respective isoscalar operator
tends to be slightly larger. In particular, the constructive
interference eigenvector for O4 =O5 and O4 =O6 interference corresponds to WIMP-neutron spin-dependent scattering and is approximately a factor of 2 larger than the
isoscalar O4 rate.
Since germanium, silicon, and xenon have similar
properties, the event rate in SuperCDMS and LZ is suppressed equally for most interference cases. However, there
are a few notable exceptions. From Fig. 8, we see that for a
3 GeV=c2 WIMP interacting via a pure isoscalar operator,
the event rate in SuperCDMS Si high voltage tends to be at
least an order of magnitude smaller than the rate in
SuperCDMS Ge. When interference is considered, the rate
in silicon may become equal to or larger than that in
germanium. As an example, the O1 =O3 rightmost destructive interference case in Fig. 9 corresponds to maximal O1
isospin violation in germanium (f n =fp ∼ −0.8) as discussed in [13]. For this choice of coefficients, the rate in
xenon and germanium is suppressed relative to pure
isoscalar O1 scattering in that target by a factor of ∼500
and ∼2000, respectively, while the rate in silicon is suppressed by a factor of ∼100. A second instance of this
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FIG. 9 (color online). Event rate suppression relative to O1 scattering in LZ (black), SuperCDMS SNOLAB Ge iZIP (blue), and
SuperCDMS SNOLAB Si (red) for interference in germanium, with interference ranging from constructive (left) to maximally
destructive (right), as determined by the magnitude of the corresponding eigenvalue. The rate for SuperCDMS SNOLAB Ge high
voltage (light blue) is shown for the 3 GeV=c2 case where LZ sees no events above threshold. The seven operator-operator interference
cases are shown, as well as pure isoscalar O1, which is used as a reference point.

suppression is seen for O4 =O6 interference at 3 GeV=c2 in
the second plot from the left: the rate in both silicon and
germanium is suppressed, but the suppression in germanium is much larger, leading to a greater number of events
observed in silicon.
In addition, there exist several cases for higher WIMP
masses where the rate in LZ is smaller than that in
SuperCDMS Ge, despite LZ’s 100 × larger exposure.
Maximal destructive interference (rightmost plot) for
O4 =O5 and O8 =O9 suppresses the event rate in xenon
enough that SuperCDMS will see orders of magnitude
more events than LZ, even for larger WIMP masses
where LZ typically has an advantage. For additional
interference cases the rate in LZ is less than an order of
magnitude larger than that in SuperCDMS Ge. Although
the cases presented here are arguably fine-tuned, the
existence of regions of parameter space where interference suppresses the rate in one experiment by orders of
magnitude relative to another further supports the need

for multiple experiments which use a variety of target
elements.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The interaction between dark matter particles and nuclei
might be much more complicated than direct detection
experiments have typically assumed. The inclusion of new
operators within the framework of an EFT might have
profound consequences for current and proposed experiments. As a result, in this richer parameter space, data from
multiple experiments with different targets is essential in
order to determine the precise nature of the interaction. In
addition, when modeling dark matter signals, experiments
must consider how an interaction due to an arbitrary EFT
operator can affect the energy distribution of dark matter
events.
The importance of using multiple target elements to
constrain dark matter interactions can already be seen when
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plotting limits from current experiments. As we have
shown, the differences in target element properties lead
to variations in the shape of the interaction strength versus
mass limit curve. In addition, a combination of target
elements can produce better constraints on dark matter,
especially when considering multiple dark matter interactions and the possibility of interference. This complementarity of different target elements will become
increasingly important in the case of a statistically significant detection.
The additional interactions introduced by the EFT
formalism become especially significant when experiments
use statistical techniques which rely on assumptions about
the shape of the dark matter recoil spectrum to distinguish
between background and a potential dark matter signal.
Machine learning techniques, such as the boosted decision
tree used in the SuperCDMS Soudan result [10], and
likelihood analyses, such as the one performed on
CDMS II low-energy data [34], require accurate models
of both the signal and the expected background. So far,
direct detection experiments have focused primarily on
building accurate models of their expected backgrounds,
while assuming a simple signal model. However, mismodeling the signal could also have significant consequences. If
a WIMP signal that does not conform to the standard spinindependent assumptions is present in the data, it could
produce unknown effects on the final result because it may
not match either the signal or the background model. In the
case of algorithms such as the optimum interval method
that compare the observed events to the expected WIMP
spectrum but do not attempt to subtract background, WIMP
signal events may be interpreted as background, leading to
limits that are too strict.

These considerations become especially important as
the community moves forward with the proposed G2
experiments. SuperCDMS SNOLAB and LZ will have
unprecedented sensitivity to dark matter scattering for a
wide range of WIMP masses, and the combination of
target elements allows one experiment to verify a
potential signal seen by the other. However, the variation
in signal strengths across EFT operators and experimental
target elements could lead to experimental results that
appear to be in conflict under the standard dark matter
assumptions. In particular, interference between operators
can suppress the relative event rates by several orders of
magnitude for germanium, silicon, and xenon. If the true
dark matter interaction includes such interference, it is
possible that one experiment will observe a statistically
significant signal while the other does not. The effective
field theory framework can account for such apparent
inconsistencies, and, in the event of a statistically
significant signal, it will pave the way for future likelihood analyses to determine the nature of the dark matter
interactions.
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